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Strong Consistency of Bayes Estimates in
Stochastic Regression Models
Inchi Hu
Hong Kong University of Science H Technology, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Under minimum assumptions on the stochastic regressors, strong consistency of
Bayes estimates is established in stochastic regression models in two cases:
(1) When the prior distribution is discrete, the p.d.f. f of i.i.d. random errors is
assumed to have finite Fisher information I=& ( f $)
2f dx<; (2) for general
priors, we assume f is strongly unimodal. The result can be considered as an
application of a theorem of Doob to stochastic regression models.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Consider the multiple regression model
yn=;1 xn1+ } } } +;pxnp+=n , n=1, 2, ..., (1)
where the [=n]n=1 are unobservable random errors, ;
t=(;1 , ..., ;p) are
unknown parameters and yn is the observed response corresponding to the
design levels xn1 , ..., xnp . Let x tn=(xn1 , ..., xnp) and Xn=(xij)1in, 1 jp ,
ytn=( y1 , ..., yn). Then
btn=(bn1 , ..., bnp)=(X
t
nXn)
&1X tnyn (2)
denotes the least squares estimate (LSE) of ;t=(;1 , ..., ;p), assuming X tn Xn
is nonsingular. (Here and in the sequel, Mt denotes the transpose of a
matrix M.) The main result of this paper concerns stochastic design levels.
Specifically, we assume that the design vector xn at stage n depends on the
previous responses and design levels x1 , y1 , ..., xn&1, yn&1; i.e., xn is Fn&1
measurable, where Fn&1 denotes the _-field generated by Xn&1 and yn&1 .
Without loss of generality we assume that x1 is a constant, and we shall
take F0 to be the trivial _-field [<, 0]. This model is quite general and
has been studied extensively in several fields of statistical inquiry. Time
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series models, dynamic inputoutput systems, stochastic approximation
schemes, stochastic control, sequential designs serve as primary examples.
The strong consistency of estimates for ; in model (1) is important to
some applications, in particular, on-line identification and stochastic adap-
tive control of a dynamics system, and sequential design. Thus there has
been considerable interest in the question of strong consistency of LSE in
model (1) in statistics, economics, and engineering literature in recent years
(cf. Lai and Wei [10], Wu [19], and references therein).
An important breakthrough in the strong consistency of the LSE has
been given by Lai and Wei [10, 11], who showed that the LSE is strongly
consistent, if the minimum eigenvalue *min(n) and maximum eigenvalue
*max(n) of XtnXn satisfy
*min(n)  , log *max(n)=o(*min(n)) a.s. (3)
They also provide an example showing that, in some sense, (3) is the
weakest possible condition for the LSE to be consistent for every
parameter value. However, in some applications, the second part of (3) is
either untrue or difficult to verify.
The Bayesian approach provides a way to circumvent this difficulty. In
the sequel, we shall assume that ; is randomly chosen according to a prior
probability measure +. Instead of requiring the estimates to be consistent
for all possible values of ;, if one is satisfied with consistency off a set of
+-probability zero, then conditions weaker than (3) can be found to ensure
the strong consistency except for a set of +-probability zero. Indeed,
Sternby [14] and Rootzen and Sternby [13] have shown that if [=i] are
independent normally distributed then the LSE is strongly consistent
except for a set of Lebesgue measure zero, assuming only
*min(n)   a.s. (4)
It has long been known that (4) is necessary for the consistency of LSE.
This Bayesian approach turns out to be quite fruitful. Kumar [8a]
employed this idea to solve several longstanding open problems in
stochastic adaptive control. Woodroofe [18] used it to obtain asymptotic
expansions for sampling distributions of MLE in sequentially designed
experiments. In all the aforementioned results (Sternby [14], Rootzen and
Sternby [13], Woodroofe [18], and Kumar [8a]) special features of the
normal distribution are required to carry out the proofs. Thus their
methods cannot be easily modified to cover general error distributions.
In view of the substantial interest in the Bayesian approach, it is
desirable to extend the consistency results beyond the normal assumption.
In this paper we show that the Bayes estimate of ; is strongly consistent
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under the minimum condition (4) on stochastic regressors and mild condi-
tions on random errors.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we encap-
sulate the main results of this paper in two theorems (Theorem 2.1 and
2.2). In Section 3, some results on absolute continuity and singularity of
probability distributions which are required for the proof of Theorem 2.1
are presented. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 2.1, while that of
Theorem 2.2 is given in Section 5. An example of Lai and Wei [10, 11]
which illustrates an interesting difference between the Bayesian and non-
Bayesian approach in stochastic adaptive control is given in Section 6.
2. Main Results
Consider the stochastic regression model (1). We shall assume that the
random errors =1 , =2 , ... are i.i.d., having a.e. strictly positive density f with
respect to Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the Fisher information I=& ( f $)
2f<.
Let ; be a p-dimensional random vector independent of =1 , =2 , . . . having
probability distribution measure + with atoms in B, such that
|
B
&;& d+<. (5)
Let each xn be Fn&1 measurable such that the minimum eigenvalue of XtnXn ,
*min(n)  , +_Q-a.s.,
where Q is the probability measure induced by [=n]n=1 . Then the Bayes
estimator ( posterior mean)
; n  ;, +_Q-a.s. (6)
In particular, for +-almost all ;, ; n  ;, Q-a.s.
At first glance, the discrete prior assumption in Theorem 2.1 may seem
rather restrictive. However, examples and applications are not difficult to
find in statistics, engineering, and economics; see, for example, Chernoff
[3], Agrawal, Teneketzis, and Anantharam [1, 2], and Creane [5].
Furthermore, one can argue that the major value of Theorem 2.1 lies in
that it suggests that more general results are possible. Indeed, under mild
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conditions on error distributions, we can remove the discrete prior assump-
tion.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose f is such that f " is continuous and
(d 2dt2) log f<0. If the prior probability measure + is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure and *min   a.e., then ; n  ;, Q-a.s. for
almost all ; with respect to Lebesgue measure d;.
Remarks. (i) (d 2dt2) log f<0 implies that f is logconcave, which is
equivalent to strong unimodality. For further results on strong
unimodality, see, e.g., Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev [6] and its references.
(ii) Assume that yi are i.i.d. with distribution function F; . For
estimating ;, a theorem of Doob [8] shows that under minimum condi-
tions the Bayes estimates are consistent except for a set of prior probability
zero. A key step in the proof is to use the strong law of large numbers
(SLLN) to establish that there exists a measurable function of the data
which equals the parameter almost surely (see, e.g., Corollary A.2 of
Diaconis and Freedman, [7]). In the stochastic regression model (1), the
SLLN is not applicable. In fact, not much is known about the existence of
consistent estimators in model (1) under the minimum condition (4).
3. Absolute Continuity and Singularity of Probability Distributions
Let (0, F) be a measurable space and let [Fn] be a sequence of the
_-fields such that F1F2 } } } F and F=_(1 Fn). Also let P and P
be two probability measures on (0, F). When P and P are singular (or
orthogonal ), we write P =P. Use P RP to denote that P is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to P. Write Pn=P | Fn , P n=P | Fn for the restrictions
of P and P to Fn . We say that P is locally absolutely continuous with
respect to P if P n RPn for every n1. When P n RPn , we use zn=dP n dPn
to denote the RadonNikodym derivative of P n with respect to Pn . Assume
that P is locally absolutely continuous with respect to P. It is not hard to
see that (zn , Fn)n1 is a positive martingale with respect to P. Hence, lim zn
exists and is finite P-a.s. Let
z=lim sup zn .
We have P[z=lim zn]=1. It can be shown (see, e.g., Shiryayev
[16, p. 493, Theorem 1]) that lim zn also exists under P , so that
P [z=lim zn]=1.
We will need the following results.
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Theorem 3.1 (Shiryayev [16]). Suppose P n RPn n1. Let :n=znzn&1
(:n is defined to be 0 at those points where zn&1=0). Then
P RP  P { :

n=1
[1&E(- :n | Fn&1)]<==1  P (z<)=1,
P =P  P { :

n=1
[1&E(- :n | Fn&1)]===1  P (z=)=1,
where the expectation E is calculated under P.
Theorem 3.2 (Shepp [15]). Suppose X=[X1 , X2 , . . .] is a sequence of
i.i.d. random variables having common density f with respect to Lebesgue
measure. Assume that f is strictly positive a.e. and that the Fisher information
I=& ( f $)
2f<. Let a=[a1 , a2 , . . .] be a sequence of real numbers. Let
& and &a be probability measures induced by X and X+a, respectively. Then
&R&a or &=&a, according as n=1 a
2
n< or 

n=1 a
2
n=.
4. Proof of Theorem 2.1
Let y1 , y2 , ..., be a sequence of observations from model (1). Let Pn , P n
be the probability measures induced by y1 , ..., yn when the regression
parameters equal b and b (b{b ), respectively. Then the RadonNikodym
derivative of P n with respect to Pn , zn=dP n dPn , is given by the likelihood
ratio
zn=
>n1 f ( yi&b
txi)
>n1 f ( yi&b
tx i)
. (7)
Hence
:n=zn zn&1= f ( yn&b txn)f ( yn&btxn).
Let ai=(b&b )txi . In the following equation, the expectation E is taken
with respect to probability measure P. We have
E(- :i | Fi&1)=E(- f ( yn&b txn)f ( yn&btxn) | Fi&1)
=E(- f (=i+ai)f (=i) | Fi&1). (8)
The following lemma is pivotal in establishing Theorem 2.1.
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Lemma 4.1. Let =1 , =2 , . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables and let
F0 , F1 , . . . be a sequence of _-fields satisfying the same conditions as that in
Theorem 2.1. Then we have
{ :

i=1
a2i ==={ :

i=1
[1&E(- :i | Fi&1)]== (P -a.s.),
where we use A=B (P -a.s.) to denote P (1A q B=0)=1, with A q B being
the symmetric difference of two sets A and B.
Proof. Note that, by (7), under P we have
zn=
>n1 f (=i)
>n1 f (=i+(b &b)
t xi)
. (9)
When xi 's are nonrandom constants, (9) is the likelihood ratio of
the sequence =1 , =2 , . . . of i.i.d. random variables with respect to the trans-
lated sequence =1+a1 , =2+a2 , . . .. Thus, by Theorem 3.2, P=P if and
only if n=1 a
2
n=, while, by Theorem 3.1, P=P if and only if
P [i=1 [1&E(- :i) | Fi&1)]=]=1. Since =i is independent of Fi&1 , it
follows from (8) that
E(- :i | Fi&1)=E(- f (=i+ai)f (=i) | Fi&1)=|

&
- f (t+ai) f (t) dt,
which is a function of ai only. We denote it by h(ai). Thus
:

i=1
a2i =  :

i=1
[1&h(ai)]=. (10)
Assume that xi is Fi&1 measurable, one version of E(- :i | Fi&1)=
E(- f (=i+ai)f (=i) | Fi&1) is given by & - f (t+ai) f (t) dt=h(ai), which
can be calculated exactly the same way as if xi were nonrandom con-
stants. Hence, by (10), the set [|: i=1 a
2
1(|)=] differs from [|:
i=1 [1&E(- :i | Fi&1)(|)]=] by at most a P -null set. This finishes
the proof. K
Lemma 4.2. Under the same condition as Lemma 4.1, let *min(n) be the
minimum eigenvalue of X tn Xn . Then
P (*min(n)  )=1 O zn  , P -a.s. (11)
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Proof. Recall that ai=(b&b )t x i ; we have ni=1 a
2
i =(b&b )
t
Xtn Xn(b&b ). Clearly,
*min(n)   O :

i=1
a2i =.
It follows that
P (*min(n)  )=1 O P \ :

i=1
a2i =+=1.
Equation (11) now follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1. K
The following two lemmas provide the necessary connection between the
posterior distributions and the conditional expectation E( } | Fn).
Lemma 4.3. The expectation taken with respect to the posterior distribu-
tion of ;, given the data y1 , y2 , ..., yn , is a version of the conditional expecta-
tion E( } | Fn).
Proof. It suffices to show that Fn is the same as _( y1 , ..., yn), the _-field
generated by y1 , y2 , ..., yn . By the assumption that F0=[<, 0], this
follows easily by induction. K
Lemma 4.4. Assuming (5), the sequence of posterior distributions given
the data sequence y1 , y2 , ..., is tight and converges in distribution with
+_Q-probability one, and the expectation taken with respect to the limiting
posterior distribution is a version of E( } | F).
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.4 rests on the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let &n , n=1, 2, ..., be a tight sequence of probability
measures on R p. Then there is a countable collection D of bounded and
uniformly continuous functions on R p such that if limn  g d&n converges to a
finite value for all g # D, then [&n] converges in distribution to a probability
measure on R p.
Proof. The proof of the existence of D, a countable collection of
bounded and uniformly continuous functions, can be found in Diaconis
and Freedman [7, p. 16] (also, see, Pollard [12, pp. 4445]). However, in
both Diaconis and Freedman [7] and Pollard [12] instead of assuming
limn  g d&n converges \g # D, they assume that there is a probability
measure & on R p such that limn  g d&n= g d& for all g # D.
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By Prohorov's theorem, since [&n] is tight, it is relatively compact. Take
any two weakly convergent subsequences [&n$] and [&n"] of [&n], with
limiting probability measures &$ and &", respectively. By the assumption of
the lemma, we have  g d&$=limn$  g d&n$=limn"  g d&n"= g d&", for all
g # D. However, from Diaconis and Freedman [7] or Pollard [12], we
know that the family [ g d&: g # D] completely determines the probability
measure &. Hence &$=&". It follows that all weakly convergent sub-
sequences of [&n] converge to the same limit. Thus [&n] converges
weakly. K
By (5), it follows from martingale convergence theorem that
supn1 E(&;& | Fn)<, +_Q&a.s. This implies that the sequence of
posterior distributions is tight with +_Q-probability one. By martingale
convergence theorem again, for any bounded continuous function g, we
have
lim
n  
E(g(;) | Fn)=E(g(;) | F), +_Q-a.s., (12)
For each g # D, let Ng be the +_Q-null set such that (12) is not true.
Now N=g # D Ng , being a countable union of null sets, is again a null set.
For any | # Nc, we have
lim
n  
E(g(;) | Fn)(|)=E(g(;) | F)(|), \g # D.
In view of the preceding equation, Lemma 4.4 follows from Lemma 4.5. K
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1. The idea of the proof is easy
to explain. By Lemma 4.2, the ratio of the likelihood at the true value to
that at other values tends to infinity, if *min(n)   a.s. Since the posterior
density is proportional to the likelihood, Lemma 4.2 implies that the value
of posterior density at the true value dominates that at other values. Or,
equivalently, the posterior distributions converge to a point mass at the
true value a.s. A rigorous proof is given below.
Recall that B is the set of atoms for the prior probability measure +. The
posterior density at b after observing y1 , ..., yn is given by
fn(b)=
>n1 f ( yi&b
tx i) +[b]
; # B >
n
1 f ( yi&;
txi) +[;]
. (13)
When ; takes the value b , we have
fn(b )=
>n1 f (=i) +[b ]
; # B >
n
1 f ( yi&;
txi) +[;]
. (14)
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Since *min(n)   with +_Q-probability one, it follows from Fubini's
theorem that *min(n)  , Q-a.s. \b # B. (Recall that Q is the probability
measure induced by =n , n1). By (7), (13), (14), and Lemma 4.2, if ; takes
the value b , we have, for all b{bt,
fn(b)
fn(b )
=
>n1 f ( yi&b
txi) +[b]
>n1 f (=i) +[b ]
=
>n1 f (=i+(b &b)
t xi) +[b]
>n1 f (=i) +[b ]
=
+[b]
zn+[b ]
 0, Q-a.s.
Hence,
fn(b)=
fn(b)fn(b )
1+b{b fn(b)fn(b )
 fn(b)fn(b )  0, Q-a.s.
This shows that there exists a Q-null set Cb outside which the limiting
posterior distribution of ; has no probability mass at b.
Clearly, A=b # B, b{b Cb is again a Q-null set, since the set B of atoms
is countable. Thus for all | # B_Ac, which is of +_Q-probability one, the
limiting posterior distribution has no point mass in B other than b .
From Lemma 4.4, we know that +_Q-almost all sequences of posterior
distributions are tight. Furthermore, let Bc be the complement of B, we
have (by martingale convergence theorem) 0=limn   E(1Bc(;) | Fn)=
E(1Bc(;) | F), which implies that with +_Q-probability one the limiting
posterior distribution has no probability mass outside B. Putting all these
facts together, we conclude that the limiting posterior distribution is
degenerate at b . This completes the proof. K
5. Proof of Theorem 2.2
Let l(t)=log f (t). The log-likelihood function of the stochastic regres-
sion model (1) is given by
ln(;)= :
n
i=1
l( yi&;txi). (15)
Let l $n be the gradient vector (ln ;1 , ..., ln ;p)t, and l"n denote the
Hessian matrix (2ln ;i ;j)1ip, 1 jp . The maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) ; n of ; is defined by
ln(; n)=max
b # Rp
ln(b).
The MLE ; n exists and is unique, since ln is concave.
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From Taylor's expansion,
ln(b)=ln(; n)+(b&; n)t l $n(; n)+(b&; n)t l"n(;*)(b&;
 n)
=ln(; n)& :
n
i=1
l"( yi&;t*xi)[(b&;
 n)t xi]2, (16)
where ;
*
is some point on the line segment connecting b and ; n . If we
choose the prior density ?( } ) to be such that ?"( } ) is bounded from above,
then the posterior density will be strongly unimodal (logconcave) for suf-
ficiently large n. Thus, by Lemma 4.4, supn1 &; n &<, +_Q-a.s.
We first prove the theorem, assuming
0<M1<*min[&l"(t)]<*max[&l"(t)]<M2<. (17)
For any v # R p, consider the variance of vt; under the posterior distribu-
tion given Fn ,
En[(vt;&E(vt; | Fn))2 | Fn]E[(vt;&vt; n)2 | Fn]
=
 (vtb&vt; n)2 ln(b) ?(b) db
 ln(b) ?(b) db
. (18)
Let |XtnXn | be the determinant of the matrix X
t
n Xn . From (16) and (17),
it follows from the Laplace method that, for sufficiently large n, the
numerator of the last term in (18) is less than
ln(; n) ?(; n)(2?) p2 M &( p+2)21 |X
t
nXn |
&12 vt(X tnXn)
&1 v,
when the denominator is greater than
ln(; n) ?(; n)(2?) p2 M &p22 |X
t
nXn |
&12.
Thus, (18) is less than M p22 M
&( p+2)2
1 v
t(X tn Xn)
&1 v, which tends to 0 as
n  . This shows that the limiting posterior distributions is a point mass.
It follows from Lemma 4.3 that the point mass must be E(; | F). Thus we
have E(&;&2 | F)=&E(; | F)&2. This implies E(; | F)=;, +_Q-a.s.
By Lemma 4.4, this completes the proof, assuming (17).
Next we prove the theorem assume only that l" is negative definite.
Select a prior density ?( } ) such that E?(&;&r)< for some r>2. Hence
supn1 E(&;&r | Fn)< +_Q-a.s. The standard argument (see, e.g.,
Chung [4, Theorem 4.5.2]) shows that we can approximate uniformly (in n)
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the last term of (18) by replacing the integrals in both the numerator and
the denominator by that over some compact subset C,
\=>0 _C s.t. \n1
Rp (vtb&vt; n)2 ln(b) ?(b) db
Rp ln(b) ?(b) db
<
C (vtb&vt; n)2 ln(b) ?(b) db
C ln(b) ?(b)
+=. (19)
If b belongs to a compact set C and supn1 &; n&<, then we can
find another compact set K such that ;
*
# K. Clearly, >
*max[&l"( yn&;t*xn)]*min[&l"( yn&;
t
*
xn)]>0. Now the proof con-
tinues along a similar path as that assuming (17). K
Since the posterior density is strongly unimodal for n large, the MLE
; n  ;, +_Q-a.s. This in turn implies that ; n is strongly consistent for
almost all ; with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Corollary 5.1. Under the same condition as in Theorem 2.2, the MLE
; n  ;, Q-a.s. for almost all ; with respect to the Lebesgue measure d;.
6. Discussion
Lai and Wei [10] provide the example
yi=;1+;2 xi+=i ,
where xi are inductively defined by
x1=0, xn+1=x n&b= n (20)
(v n denote the mean of [v1 , ..., vn]). They showed that the LSE is inconsis-
tent for each ;1 and ;2 although *min(n)   a.s. holds for all possible
values of ;1 and ;2 . Under normality assumption on =i 's and on the prior
probability measure +, the LSE and Bayes estimates are equivalent. This
leads to the suspicion that Lai and Wei's result contradicts the results in
this paper. However, a closer look at this example reveals that it does not
satisfy the usual stochastic control requirement. In stochastic control [=n]
represents unobservable random errors which the input xn should be a
function of the observable variables. In fact, in Lai and Wei [10, 11] the
_-field Fn is generated by =1 , ..., =n while in this paper it is generated by
x1 , y1 , ..., xn , yn . When ; is a constant, these two _-fields are the same. But
if ; is a random variable, they are different.
Consider, instead, a related input,
xn+1=x n&by n , (21)
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which arises from stochastic approximation (see Lai and Robbins [9]).
Assume that [=n] are i.i.d. normally distributed and that (;1 , ;2) are ran-
dom variables having bivariate normal distribution N(0, 1 ). The Bayes
estimator has the form
; n=(X tnXn+1
&1)&1 X tn yn .
By the Woodbury inversion formula,
(X tnXn+1
&1)&1=(Xtn Xn)
&1&(X tn Xn)
&1 [(XtnXn)
&1+1]&1 (X tnXn)
&1,
it is not difficult to see that
bn&; n=o(1)
on the set [*min(n)  ]. Hence, the Bayes estimates and the LSE con-
verge to the same value.
In Wei [17] it is shown that if |b|>12, ;2{0, and ;2b>0, then
*min(n)  , Q-a.s. and the LSE is strongly consistent for each value of ;
except for ;2=0. This means that Bayes estimates are consistent except for
the set [;2=0] which is of prior probability zero.
The upshot of the preceding discussion is that Lai and Wei's example
does not preclude the strong consistency off a +-measure zero set.
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